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A worldwide company
International exposure is our strength, working on our projects you will have the chance to collaborate with many
different teams worldwide in USA, South-America, Europe and Asia: New York, Montreal, Mexico, Buenos Aires,
Paris, Barcelona, Bucharest, Tokyo, Beijing,.... and Saigon!

Leading Game developer and Publisher
We are a leading publisher and developer of video games on mobile platforms and consoles. Our top-rated
games are distributed in more than 75 countries. We have been selected by Pocket Gamer as the best
developer in 2010.

World class products
We have developed more than 300 games covering all genres! We are always developing the best quality for our
users: Spider Man, Avatar, Fast Five, Real Soccer 2011, Dungeon Hunter, Hero of Sparta, Nova, Modern
Combat 2, Iron Man, Let’s Golf, Brain Challenge, Harry Potter…and soon the amazing and crazy BackStab on
Sony Ericsson Xperia Play. Our games are definitely different, we are rewarded thanks to the good reviews we
get and we want to keep on developing the best!

Advanced technologies and wide range of platforms
Joining Gameloft in Vietnam, you will have the chance to work on many different technologies (iOs, Android,
Windows 7, etc), and various devices from java phones to most advanced and sophisticated platforms such as
tablets (Samsung Galaxy Tab, Ipad, Blackberry Playbook, Hewlett Packard Slate…), Macintosh (imac, Mac Mini,
Mac Book Pro…), and Facebook!

Gameloft, the best place to work
-

Opportunities for promotions and career development in a dynamic and rewarding way
Great chance to develop your skills and competences, with multiple trainings and job opportunities
thanks to a wide range of activities
Relaxed, fun and friendly atmosphere as well as excellent working facilities
Many activities to help you enjoy life at the workplace: trips, team build outings, game and sportive
contests, celebrations…
Competitive salaries and comprehensive benefit package: dynamic salary review, bonus, and other
fringe benefits to reward performance and contribution

Mobile Game Tester
Role Overview:
As a member of Gameloft’s major Quality Assurance team, you will participate in the testing process to
ensure the quality of our top-rated mobile games. Upon your skills and potential, you will be assigned specific
tests; based on relevant requirements and checklists, you will describe and report bugs on bug database.
Working closely with producers and programmers from the beginning to the end of game production cycle,
you will have an in-depth vision of video games on a wide range of mobile phones.

Requirements


Strong interest and experience in playing video games;



Attention to details;



Good skills of English reading and writing;



Office computer literacy.

If your skills set and interests align with the position, get in the game! Please send your CV and
cover letter in English to: recruitment.glvn@gameloft.com

